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1 Introduction· 

The vacuum oscillation of neutral K mesons is well investigated at the 
present time [l]. This oscillation is the result of d, s quark mixings and 
is described by Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices {2]. The angle 
mixing 0 of neutral K mesons is 0 = 45° since K 0

, K 0 masses are 
equal (see CPT theorem). Besides, since their masses are equal these 
oscillations are real ones, i.e. their transitions to each other go without 
suppression. The case when two particles with different masses having 
widths oscillate was discussed in works [3]. Now it is necessary to 
discuss 1r - I( oscillations as an oscillation example of particles having 
large difference of masses. The 1r - I( transitions ( or oscillations) arise 
from the existence of quark mixings (d' = cos0d + sin0s). The same 
transitions ( or oscillations) arise in the model of dynamical analogy of 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices [4]. 

Let us pass. t~ detailed discussion of the 7r - K transitions. 

2 The 1r w 4no K Transitions (Oscillations) 

2.1 1r ~ 1r Transitions 

We begin the discussion of the problem of 1r ~ I( transitions ( or 

oscillations) with consideration of transitions (oscillations) of 1r ~ 1r 

through W bosons, i.e. through the following Feinmann diagram: 

u u 

Wcos0 

J J 

The amplitude M of this process ( after using the standard proce-



<lure [5]) has the form 

M = ~cos0F0 Q0 = 
8
9

~ F0 Q0
, 

v2 mw 
(1) 

where F 0 = f-ir<P1rPa, Q0 = dL"f0 UL , <P1r is 1r-meson wave function and 
I <P1r '2= 1, f1r is 7r constant decay (f,r ~ 125 GeV), Pa is 7r four
momentum, Q0 is quark current, 0 is Cabibbo's quark mixing angle. 

If we use the expression P1r =Pu+ PJ and the Dirac equation 

(p - m)u = 0 

(where u is quark wave function), then one can rewrite Eq.(1) in the 
following form: 

G -
M = ~cos0f1r<P1r(mu + mJ)dL"f5U£. (2) 

Using the standard procedure for I M 1
2

, one obtains the following ex-
press10n: 

IM 12 = G2cos20J;(mu + mJ)24(PJPu) ~ 

~ 4G2cos20J;(mu + mJ)2m1rEu, 

h E ~ E ~ m, w ere u - d - 2 . 

Then the transition 1r ~ 1r probability W( ... ) is 

( 
W ) I M 1

2 J d
3
pu d

3
pu ( )/'·( - · ) 

W 7r -t 7r = 2m1r 2Eu(21r)3 2Ed(21r)3 21r 8 Pu+ Pd - P1r = 

_ IM 12 j ~(E- E _ )EJdEJ ~ - u d+ u m,r -
41rm,r Eu 

~ IMl2 E 
= ~ m2' ,r 

where E ~ ~• . 

(3) 

(4) 

Then using the expression for Gw, one can rewrite equation ( 4) in 
the form 

W(1r ~ 1r) ~ G2 
J;cos

2
0(mu + mJ)2m1r _ 

81r - (5) 
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4~mw . 81r -
m +m-= Wo(1r -t µvµ)( u d)2, 

mµ 

Wo(1r -t µvµ) = (;_2 J;cos
2
0(mµ)

2
m,r 

81r 

/ 1 
To=- . 

Wo( ... ) 

Then the time T ( ..• ) of 7r ~ 7r transition is 

w l 
T·(7r -t 1r) = W 

W(1r -t 1r) 

2.2 1r W~no I( Transitions (Oscillations) 

(6) 

Th d. f WsinO r.· • · 1 k · e rngram or 7r --t 1\. trans1t10ns w 1en one ta es mto account 
d, s quark mixings and W exchange has the form 

u u 

Wsin0 

J, s 

It is clear that at d, s mixings the transition from the mass shell 
of 7r meson does not take place , i.e. I{ meson created from r. meson 

remains on the mass shell of 7r meson. 

R . h 1 1 . . (2) (r,:) f Wsi110 }· •• epeatmg t e same ca cu at10ns m - o or 7r - \. trans1t10ns 

for the probability W( ... ) of 7r W~no I( transitions, one obtains th<' 

following expression: 

G2j2 · 20( + -)2 
W( 

Wsin0 r.·) ~ 1rs1n mu md m.,r 
7r - .l'o. = _ ___;;_ __ ---'-----"-'---- = 

81r 
(7) 

= ( 9fv 
2 

) 
2 

J;cos.20( mu + 1nd)2m1r. 
4~mw 81r 

Then the time t of 1r W~no I( transition is 
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1 
Wsin0 K) = WsinO J{) T(7r - W(1r -

(8) 

Th 1 · b h • ( ) f W cos0 . . l e re at10n etween t e time T 7r. 7r o 7r --t 7r trans1t10n am 
the time T( 1r, K) of 7r W~no I{ transition is 

( W sinO J,··") T 7r --t \. 

(
- Wcos0 ) 

T 7r --t 7r 

1 
tg20· 

(9) 

So, at the 7r - K transitions, s remains on the mass shell of d 
quark (i.e. K is on 1r mass shell) and then K mesons transit back into 
7r mesons and this process goes on the background of 7r decays. It is 
clear that these oscillations (transitions) are virtual ones and can be 
seen through K meson decays if virtual K mesons transit to their own 
mass shell. Since K mesons take part in the strong interactions, one 
can do it through their quasiinelastic strong interactions. This problem 
will be considered in the next work. 

Now we pass to computation of the probability of 7r - K oscilla
tions. 

3 Probability of 1r ~° K (Virtual) Oscillations 

The mass matrix of 7r and K mesons has the form 

( 
mir O ) 
0 mK · 

(10) 

Due to the presence of strangeness violation in the weak interac
tions, a nondiagonal term appears in this matrix and then this mass 
matrix is transformed in the following nondiagonal matrix: 

( 
mir mirx ) , (ll) 

mirK mg 

which is diagonalized by turning through the angle {3 and 

2{3 
2mirK tg - -----

- ,m,r-m[( I' 
. 2{3 2mirK 

sin = ---;========== 
v(mir - mK)2 + (2mirK)2 (12) 
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It is interesting to remark that expression (12) can be obtained 
from the Breit-Wigner. distribution [3] 

P ~ r/2)2 

(E - Eo)2 + (r /2)2 

by using the following substitutions: 

E = mK, Eo = mir, f/2 = 2mirx, 

where r = W( ... ). 

Now we can consider two cases of 7r, K oscillations: 

1. If we consider the real transition of 7r into K mesons then 

. -22{3 ~ 4m;K ~ 0 
sin - ( )2 - , 

mir - mK 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

i.e. the probability of the real transition of 7r mesons into K mesons 
through weak interaction is very small since mir K is very small. 

How can we understand this real 7r --t K transition? 

If 2mirK = f is not zero, then it means that the mean mass of 7r 

meson is mir and this mass is distributed by sin22{3 ( or by the Breit
Wigner formula) and the probability of the 1r --t K transition differs 
from zero. So, this is a solution of the problem of origin of mixing angle 
in the theory of vacuum oscillation. 

2. If we consider the virtual transition of 1r into K meson then, 
since mir = mK, 

tg2{3 = oo, 

i.e. {3 = 1r / 4, then 
sin22{3 = 1. (16) 

We will consider the second case since it is of real interest. 

If at t = 0 we have the flow N ( 7r, 0) of 7r mesons then at t =/= 0 this 
flow will decrease since 7r mesons decay and then we have the following 
flow N(1r, t) of 1r mesons: 

t 
N(1r, t) = exp(--)N(1r, 0), 

To 
(17) 

where To= TJ E,,.. m,,. 
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One can express the time T( 1r +-> 1n through the time of To, then 

( 
~0 T.() = ( mµ )2_1_ T 1r 1.: To d 20 . 

mu+ m tg 
(18) 

The expression for the flow N( 1r -+ K, t), i.e. probability of 7r to K 
meson transitions at time t, has the form 

N(, - I(, t) = N(,, t),in' [r(• l K)l = 

t. . 2 [7ft tg20 l · = N(1r 0)exp(-- )sin -(~)2 
' To To mu+md 

(19) 

Since T( 1r -+ K) > > To at t = T( 1r -+ K) nearly all 7r mesons will 
decay, therefore to determine a more effective time ( or distance) for 
observation of 1r-+ K transitions it is necessary to find the extremum 

of N(1r-+ K, t), i.e. Eq. (19): 

dN(1r-+ K, t) 
dt = O. (20) 

From Eqs. (19) and (20) one obtain the following equation: 

21ftg2
0 [ t1rtg

2
0 l 

m 2 = tg m 2 • 
(~) To(~) 

(21) 

If one takes into account that the argument of the right part of (21) 
is a very small value, one can rewrite theiright part of (21) in the form 

[ 
t1rtg20 l ~ t1rtg

2
0 

tg m · 2 = m 2· To(~) To(~) 
(22) 

Using (21) and (22) one obtains that the extremum of N( ... ) takes 

place at 
_!_ ~ 2 or t ~ 2To. (23) 
To 

And the extremal distance R for observation of 7r -+ K oscillations is 

R = tv1r ~ 2Tov1r, (24) 

and the equation for N ( 7r -+ K, 2To) has the following form: 

6 

J 

I 

N(1r-+ K, 2T~) = N(1r, 0)e:rp(-2)sin2 [21r ( J;:_ )2 ] ~ 
. niu+1nd 

~ S(1r. 0}5.1•10-6
• 

where mu+ TnJ ~ 15 MeV. tg20 ~ 0.048. 

(25) 

Let us pass to discussion of kir:!.ematics of I( meson creation pro-
cesses. 

4 Kinematics Processes of K Meson Creation 

So, if one has 1r mesons,.then with the probability determined by Eq. 
( 19) they virtually transit into J{ mesons and if t hesc' virtual I( mesons 
participate in quasielastic strong interactions thn1 tlu,:v heC'OlllP real J\.. 
mesons. Then through I{ meson dPcays on<' can VPrif:v this proC'ess. 

The energy threshold Et1,r,,1r of the quasiC'lastic reaction "+ + p -+ 

J(+ +pis 

Et1,rc,1r = 0.61 GeV. 

Besides, this quasielastic reaction of 1r mesons can <TPatl' I{ mesons 
in inelastic reactions. An example of this inelastic reaction is tlw fol
lowing reaction: 

1r+ + n -+ K+ + A. J26) 

The energy threshold Ef,:;!,1r is 

E in ,1 0 91 G i· //,,.,,,1r = · e . · 

To avoid the problem with K mesons created in inPlastic reaction. 
one must take energies E1r of 1r mesons less than 0.91 Gc'V. i.e. E1r 
must be 

0.61 :S Err :S 0.91 Gel·. (27) 

The optimal distances for observation of 1r +-> I{ osC"illations C"an lH' 
computed using Eqs.(24) and (27). 
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5 Conclusion 

In the framework of the Standa~d Model the probability ( and time) 
(see Eq.(19)) of the 1r - I{ transitions (oscillations) were computed. 
These transitions are virtual ones since masses of 1r and J{ mesons differ 
considerably. These transitions (oscillations) can be registered through 
K decays after transitions of virtual J{ mesons to their own mass shell 
by using their quasielastic strong interactions. But for avoiding the 
background of inelastic J{ mesons the energies E.,, of 7r mesons must 
be less than the threshold energy of their creation, i.e. E.,, < 0.91 
GeV. The optimal distances for obsevation of these oscillations were 

computed (see Eq. (24)). 
The computation of 1r - I( oscillations can also be performed in the 

framework of the model of dynamical analogy of Cabibbo-Kobayashi
Maskawa matrices [4] through B± boson exchanges. At low energetic 
limit the results ( time and length of oscillations) are the same. 
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EewrneB X.M. E2-98-387 
06 OCQlfnJUIQlllX 7t -K Me30HOB 

B paMKax CTmmapTHOH MO,!leJilf npOH3B0,!llfTC51 pactJeT Bepo.sITHOCTlf (If BpeMeHH) 
1t -K-nepeXO,!lOB. 3TH nepeXO,!lhl ,SIBJ],SIJOTC.sI BlfPTYaJihHhIMlf, T.K. Macchi 7t- H K-Me-
30HOB ClfJihHO pa3JilftJaIOTC51. TaKHe nepyXO,!lhl MO)l<HO ua6nIO,!laTh tJepe3 pacna,!lhl 
K-Me30HOB, ecnlf qepe3 KBa3Hynpyroe ClfJihHOe B3alfMO,!leHCTBlfe nepeBeCTlf 3TH 
BHpTyarrhHhie K-Me30Hhl Ha co6cTBeHHYIO MaCCOBYJO noeepXHOCTh. qT06h1 m6e)KaTh 
!pOHa OT ueynpyro pO,!llfBWlfXC.sI K-Me30HOB, 3Hepnm Err 7t-Me30HOB ,!l0fl)l(Hhl 6hITh 

MeHhWe nopora po)K,!leHilll, T.e. Err< 0,91 f3B. IlO.llClJlfThIBaIOTC.sI onTHMaJlhHhie 

pacCT051Hlf51 .llfl,SI Ha6nIO,!leHilll 3TlfX OCQlfflfl.sIQlfH. 

Pa6orn Bhlnonueua B ,Jla6opaTOpHH CBepxBhICOKHX 3Heprnu OIUU1. 

Coo6IUeHHe 061.e/lHHeHHOro HHCTHJyra llJlepHl,IX HCCJJe)lOBaHHH. Jly6Ha, 1998 

Beshtoev Kh.M. £2-98-387 
About 7t -K Meson Oscillations 

In the framework of the Standard Model the probability (and time) of 7t -K 
transitions (oscillations) are computed. These transitions are virtual ones since masses 
of 7t and K mesons differ considerably. These transitions (oscillations) can be 
registered through K decays after transitions of virtual K mesons to their own mass 
shell by using their quasielastic strong interactions. But for avoiding the background 
from inelastic K mesons, the energies Err of 7t mesons must be less than the thresh.old 

energy of their creation, i.e. Err< 0.91 GeV. The optimal distances for observa~ion 

of these oscillations are computed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR. 
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